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Prologue: Correlated mutations

Local vs. global models for 2D prediction

Application to 3D structure prediction
The structure prediction problem

genotype

ACTGTGCACG
TAATGGGCATC

phenotype
Structure from sequence alone?

Christian Anfinsen, Nobel Prize for Chemistry 1972
Sequence-structure gap is not closing!
A protein
Evolutionary selection leaves residue covariation signature
Folding proteins from evolutionary couplings
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Local vs. global models for 2D prediction

Application to 3D structure prediction
Try something simple: correlation between two columns

single column frequencies: \( f_i(A_i) \) \( f_j(A_j) \)

column pair frequencies: \( f_{ij}(A_i, A_j) \)

\[ f_{ij}(A_i, A_j) - f_i(A_i)f_j(A_j) \]

To what extent do we see a pair of amino acids more/less often than expected by chance?
Mutual information measures correlation between two columns

\[
MI_{ij} = \sum_{A_i, A_j=1}^{q} f_{ij}(A_i, A_j) \ln \left( \frac{f_{ij}(A_i, A_j)}{f_i(A_i) f_j(A_j)} \right)
\]

- **Sum all possible amino acid combinations**
- **Weight**
- **Deviation from statistical independence**
Bad news: doesn‘t work.

Local model main problem: transitivity

PDB structure residue contacts
residue pairs with 100 highest MI values
Solution: use a global model!

global probability model explains observed correlations by causative pair interactions

Inverse Potts inference (undirected graphical model)

observed correlations, causal, direct coevolution
Probability model connects correlations to direct interactions

\[
P(\sigma) = \frac{1}{Z} \exp \left( \sum_{i=1}^{N} h_i(\sigma_i) + \sum_{i=1}^{N-1} \sum_{j=i+1}^{N} J_{ij}(\sigma_i, \sigma_j) \right)
\]

observed data (sequences) \[\rightarrow\] approximate maximum likelihood inference \[\rightarrow\] direct pair interactions
From sequences to pair scores

Infer parameters

\[ P(\text{data} | \text{parameters}) = \prod_{\sigma \in \text{alignment}} P(\sigma | \mathbf{h}, \mathbf{J}) \]

Calculate evolutionary couplings

\[ FN_{ij} = \|\mathbf{J}_{ij}\|_2 = \sqrt{\sum_{k=1}^{21} \sum_{l=1}^{21} J_{ij}(k, l)^2} \]

+ some other technical details

References: Marks et al. (2011), Ekeberg et al. (2013)
Most global model pairs are close in 3D

local model (mutual information)

global model (MaxEnt, Marks et al., 2011)
He solved it before everyone else did...

Alan Lapedes
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Application to 3D structure prediction
What could we predict?

3D structure

protein complexes
A brief reminder
The breakthrough: 15 proteins folded from sequences alone

Marks et al., PLoS ONE (2011)
Also works for membrane proteins!

predicted  experimental

Hopf et al., Cell (2012)
What could we predict?

3D structure

protein complexes
Interacting proteins co-evolve to maintain interaction
Complex interactions from the evolutionary sequence record
Accurate prediction of the ABC transporter MetNI
De novo prediction of unsolved complex interactions
Try folding yourself!

www.evfold.org
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